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Abstract

Computational emotion, is naturally predicated on an operat-
ing theory of emotion. This paper seeks to explore the preva-
lence of three different approaches in the literature, namely
basic emotion, dimensional emotion, and constructed emo-
tion. Basic emotion maintains that there exists a discrete set
of primitive emotions evolved as responses to certain stim-
uli; dimensional emotion sees different emotions as system-
atically related by two or more dimensions (typically valence
and arousal); and constructed emotion describes emotional
experience as a function of the brain’s general predictive fac-
ulties applied to learned social concepts of different emotions.
In order to see how these approaches are represented in af-
fective computing literature, we conduct a systematic survey
spanning the IEEE, ACM, ScienceDirect, and Engineering
Village databases. Out of 204 selected papers, 151 apply basic
emotion theory, 48 apply dimensional emotion, and 5 apply
constructed emotion. We find promising representation of the
constructed emotion theory in the affective computing liter-
ature and conclude that it provides a theoretical basis worth
pursuing for affective engagement human computer interac-
tion (HCI) applications.

Introduction
The very idea of affective computing, that is, the capacity
for computers to perceive or express emotion, took off in
Picard’s seminal 1995 paper titled Affective Computing (Pi-
card 1995). In it, she saw the technology of the time and
imagined it would soon be capable of reckoning with hu-
man emotion in a robust way, imbuing it all with importance
with an observation from the field of psychology: emotion is
fundamental to the decision-making of all kinds, minor and
major, frivolous and life-changing; it undergirds our values
and impacts, literally, how we see the world; and at last, it is
essential to communication. The idea is, if a computer could
develop a sort of empathy, an awareness of the moods of its
users, it could become a more helpful tool for a great num-
ber of applications. Suppose learning software could detect
the interest or frustration of a student and modify a lesson to
suit that. Or consider a computer as a tool for those whose
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jobs are to play with emotion: computer-aided composing,
visual art, clip selection. Even entertainment that can swell
and recede and shift with its’ viewers participation and emo-
tion, or, perhaps, simply giving synthesized speech its proper
tonality to convey subtle meaning. You can even find appli-
cations in health and safety – suppose a system could deter-
mine if a driver was angry and prone to aggressive driving
or if a driver was inattentive and liable to cause an accident.
These are all examples where computational emotion mod-
els can help human-machine interactions in various ways.

Applications of affective computing are so numerous by
virtue that emotion is an undercurrent that influences nearly
everything in our lives. The practice of affective comput-
ing is inherently multidisciplinary, drawing from psychol-
ogy, neurology, mathematics, computer science, sociology,
and linguistics (Arya, Singh, and Kumar 2021) and so can
be challenging – but potentially enriching – pursuit. Evi-
dently, many see that potential. In the decades following
Picard’s paper, we see affective computing applied in as
many ways she foresaw and more. We see papers pursuing
emotion recognition in faces, speech, and gestures (Yu and
Zhang 2015; Iliev et al. 2010; Nicolaou, Gunes, and Pan-
tic 2011), or in brain scans, heart rates, or skin conductance
(Al Zoubi, Awad, and Kasabov 2018; Kukolja et al. 2014;
Nogueira et al. 2013), emotionality and other subjective at-
tribute detection in music, movies, and visual art (Orellana-
Rodriguez, Diaz-Aviles, and Nejdl 2015; Yadav and Vish-
wakarma 2020). There are strides being made in artificial
affective agents (Zhang et al. 2013, 2015; Lin et al. 2015),
and in sentiment analysis of forums, blogs, and social media
posts (Zhao et al. 2016; Giatsoglou et al. 2017; Ortigosa-
Hernández et al. 2012). The field is lush with a variety of di-
verse applications and holds promise in expanding the range
of computers’ usefulness and perhaps someday fundamen-
tally changing the way we interact with them.

As affective computing grows in popularity and as ma-
chine learning has become ascendant, the ultimate aim of
creating silicon systems that can effectively grasp at and
reckon with human emotion seems ever more attainable.
Amidst this promise and excitement, however, we argue that
it is important to step back and examine the theoretical foun-
dations of our very idea of emotion: how we think about
these things informs how we develop affective systems, what
we expect from them, how we conceptualize them, and ulti-



mately, how we use them.
The predominant theory of emotion that largely guides

current affective computing, basic emotion, holds that there
are fundamental emotional experiences that a computer (or
an observer) can correctly and objectively detect in a per-
son. The underdog theory of constructed emotion, how-
ever, posits that emotion is inherently subjective, impossible
to accurately detect in a person’s face, behavior, or neural
activity. It may seem, then, like the very concept of com-
putational emotion prediction is wholly incompatible with
this theory. Yet, we seek to find applications that reimagine
the roles of these predictive systems in affective application
design, creating programs that enhance a user’s ability to ex-
amine the personal feelings only they are truly equipped to
determine. As the main contribution, this paper puts forth the
idea that affective computing informed by the constructed
theory of emotion holds promise in creating systems that
a user feels emotionally empowered by, rather than unset-
tlingly analyzed by, with a systematic survey of the theories.

Computational Models of Emotion
Before we discuss the survey methodology and results about
various computational emotion models, it would be good to
examine these theories more in-depth and grasp at the gen-
eral form of affective computing papers that apply each of
them. As reflected in the results above, both basic emotion
and dimensional emotion share the lion’s portion of guiding
thought in the field. Affective computing has historically ac-
commodated both of these competing approaches and con-
tinues to do so. Picard’s paper over two decades ago men-
tions this capacity to pursue useful affective research in ei-
ther vein of theory (Picard 1995), and the significant pres-
ence of both basic and dimensional emotion papers to this
day offers testament to this fact. Planting the seeds of con-
structed emotion in this fertile field very well may yield new,
interesting, and applicable research.

Basic Emotion
The theory of basic emotion has enjoyed prevalence in the
literature, introductory psychology courses, and the public’s
general science consciousness. Its premise is intuitive and
offers a digestible origin story to the sometimes primal-
feeling emotions that color our lives in alternately beau-
tiful, tragic, and frightening hues. One of its fundamental
premises, universally understood emotion, is also a pleasing
and hopeful conclusion to arrive at – it’s something excit-
ing to communicate. In affective computing, its taxonomy
of discrete emotions is also pleasantly well-suited for classi-
fication models of all stripes.

Summary Most popular as Ekman’s theory of basic emo-
tion, this approach maintains the existence of six emotions
with distinct causal neurology and unique physical expres-
sion, developed in response to frequently-encountered situ-
ations in our evolutionary history (Ekman 1992). Namely,
the six emotions are anger, disgust, fear, surprise, happi-
ness, sadness, and surprise. The classification of “basic” re-
quires that these responses exhibit aforementioned causal
circuits and, ideally, exist in other species as well; among

Figure 1: An illustration of a sample basic emotion approach
applied to a facial expression recognition task. A face being
examined with a camera attached to an FER model, with
outputs showing confidence levels for a variety of emotion
classes. The label with the highest confidence is taken as the
answer.

other requirements, these rules differentiate these six from
the myriad non-basic emotions that can be considered vari-
ous modulations or alternations of these basic components.
Given an evolutionary basis, this theory also goes hand-in-
hand with the concept of universal emotion, i.e., that partic-
ular facial configurations and situations can be reliably and
consistently classified as evoking one of these six emotions,
especially across highly differing cultures. This theory evi-
dently informs affective computing approaches that aim to
classify “emotion signals” into corresponding discrete cate-
gories, often a subset of the above six emotions. A clear ex-
ample would be a facial emotion classification model trained
on emotion-labeled face images that considers success as an
objective detection of emotion as it adheres to these labels.

Example Image based Static Facial Expression Recogni-
tion with Multiple Deep Network Learning is a paper pub-
lished in 2015 by Yu and Zhang (Yu and Zhang 2015) for
the Emotion Recognition in the Wild Challenge of that same
year. They propose a model to perform an emotion cate-
gorization task on the Static Facial Expression in the Wild
(SFEW) dataset, placing movie frames of human faces into
seven categories, namely Angry, Disgust, Fear, Happy, Neu-
tral, Sad, and Surprise. This model is first built on a robust,
multi-level facial detection system, with the largest detected
area across all levels being used as input for prediction. The
highest level is a joint cascade detection and alignment de-
tector, as it is reasonably robust to image perturbations and
offers better face localization, the second level a deep CNN
detector that offers more robustness in the case of occluded
or sharply angled faces, and the last a mixture of trees de-
tector. The prediction model itself is formed by five con-
volutional layers with three stochastic pooling layers inter-
spersed between to reduce overfitting, three final densely
connected layers, and a softmax layer followed with nega-
tive log-likelihood loss. For robustness, the paper also gen-
erates randomly perturbed images as a part of the input. It
considers both the original and perturbed images in predic-
tion and outputs the average voting response of all forms
of the image. To further improve performance, multiple dif-
ferently initialized copies of the model are ensembled, with
learned ensemble weights using either optimal ensembled



Figure 2: An illustration of a sample dimensional emotion
approach applied to an FER task. A face being examined
with a camera attached to an FER model, with outputs show-
ing meters that display valence and arousal levels. This is
connected to a terminal “reading” these results and inferring
an emotion label.

log-likelihood loss or optimal ensembled hinge loss. The
network pre-trains on the FER dataset and is fine-tuned on
the SFEW training set to the tune of 61.29 percent accu-
racy on the challenge’s SFEW test set. This significantly
surpasses the challenge baseline accuracy of 39.13 percent
and so proves to be an effective basic emotion classifica-
tion model that improves on its predecessors via a variety of
smart changes.

Dimensional Emotion
A dimensional representation of emotion aims largely to ad-
dress perceived shortcomings in a discrete basic emotion
approach, primarily issues of applicability to actual emo-
tion experience due to a lack of nuance (Gunes and Schuller
2013). Proponents believe that breaking emotion down into
two (or more) dimensions provides such nuance and creates
room to render systematic relationships between emotions
in the space. Papers applying dimensional theory are free
to predict continuous values for various emotion dimensions
and leave that as is or may use those values to place a reading
within discrete emotion regions in the emotional dimension
space (Picard 1995).

Summary A dimensional emotion approach relies on
Russell’s circumplex model of affect (Russell 1980), which
is based on the hypothesis that emotions may be represented
by particular combinations of various dimensions. Russell’s
model focuses particularly on the dimensions of valence
and arousal (or activity). For example, a state assessed as
highly negative (i.e., low valence) with low arousal might
be classed as a depressive state; a state assessed as more or
less neutral (i.e., moderate valence) with high arousal might
be classed as a state of surprise. These states are not en-
tirely independent as in basic emotion, instead of exhibit-
ing systematic relationships to one another – in comparing,
say, fear (negative, high arousal) and contentment (positive,
lower arousal), they can be considered opposites. Option-
ally, a dimensional model in this vein may include addi-
tional dimensions such as dominance (a Pleasure-Arousal-
Dominance (PAD) model), expectation, or intensity depend-
ing on desired complexity and nuance.

Example Continuous Prediction of Spontaneous Affect
from Multiple Cues and Modalities in Valence-Arousal

Space is a 2011 paper written by Nicolaou, et al. that
“presents the first approach in the literature towards auto-
matic, dimensional and continuous affect prediction in terms
of arousal and valence based on facial expressions, shoul-
der gesture, and audio cues” (Nicolaou, Gunes, and Pantic
2011). The model operates on the Sensitive Artificial Lis-
tener Database (SAL-DB), which contains spontaneously-
elicited emotion data in the form of audio/video samples
with continuous human-generated annotations. Based on
these annotations, the data has been normalized to account
for positive emotion bias in the dataset and segmented
into roughly equal quantities of positive and negative emo-
tion clips. The authors designed features for this data in
three separate modalities: for audio, Mel-frequency cepstral
(MFC) coefficients over time, and prosody features like en-
ergy and pitch; for the face, a mapping of 20 facial feature
points represented by video frame-based vectors of the 2D
coordinates of these points; and for the shoulders, there are
similar sets of points, two on each shoulder and one on a sta-
ble central point. Comparing the performance of SVMs for
regression and Bidirectional LSTMs (BLSTMs), the authors
find better affect prediction performance from the BLSTMs
on all input modalities (audio, video) and for all emotion
dimensions (valence, arousal), suggesting the importance of
the proper representation of temporal data in continuous pre-
diction. Also comparing feature fusion (feature concatena-
tion as input into a single model), model-level fusion (fu-
sion of individual predictions of a particular emotion di-
mension from facial expression cues and audio cues into
another LSTM for final prediction of the same dimension),
and output-associative fusion (the combination of both va-
lence/arousal predictions for all cues into another model to
yield a single prediction for valence or arousal), they find
the best performance out of output-associative fusion. This
output-associative fusion appropriately represents observed
systematic relationships between valence and arousal val-
ues, i.e., the model changes its final arousal prediction based
on its prior valence predictions. Improved performance, in
this case, suggests the importance of representing this rela-
tionship in effective dimensional emotion prediction. Over-
all, the paper finds promise in the temporal representation of
affect via LSTMs and in the representation of these system-
atic relationships between valence and arousal.

Constructed Emotion

Constructed emotion, compared to basic emotion and di-
mensional emotion represents something of a paradigm
shift. It aims to bring emotion theory up-to-date with modern
neurology research, dispelling outdated ideas of ’regions’
of emotions and fully dissolving the arbitrary philosophi-
cal barrier between “thought” and “emotion” (Barrett 2018).
Emotion becomes a complex but almost romantic process of
social construction, with sophisticated neural predictive pro-
cesses opening up potentially infinite varieties of affective
experience. It remains a minority theory, especially in affec-
tive computing where it has scarcely penetrated, but it has
its growing, enthusiastic supporters (Barrett 2018; Aviezer
et al. 2008; Bar 2007; Gendron et al. 2014).



Figure 3: An illustration of a sample constructivist approach
that uses a FER model. A face being examined with a camera
attached to a FER model, with outputs showing valence and
arousal levels. These levels are used to generate an appropri-
ate emotion seed word for another model that will generate
affective content for the subject. The subject reflects on this
content and arrives at their own assessment of their emotion.

Summary In simplest terms, the theory of constructed
emotion holds that emotion is in the eye of the beholder and
in the heart of the feeler. Emotion is held to be an experience
created within and between human beings through complex
predictive processes, and so is something sheerly subjective.
The theory suggests, then, that it is impossible to objectively
detect emotion as a predictable, well-formed response to cer-
tain stimuli.

This approach refutes the idea of basic emotions with dis-
tinct mechanisms or expressive “fingerprints,” instead main-
taining that emotions, in the confluence of context, verbal
emotion conceptualization, interoception, social agreement,
and personal history, are constructed by the brain into a
unique experience. These influences feed into the brain’s de-
fault mode of prediction, where input is constantly presaged
(and corrected, if it varies from what’s predicted), and ap-
propriate responses occur based on these predictions. This
general mechanism may be taken as the evolutionary devel-
opment of a highly efficient, highly flexible response sys-
tem to an infinite variety of situations. Like experiences of
emotion, perceptions of others’ emotional displays are based
upon prediction and thus are not infallible and rely exten-
sively on context. In another sense, emotions do not exist
objectively to be reliably “detected,” rather, they are power-
ful instances of human-created social reality. In this vein of
logic, the constructivist approach calls emotion universality
into doubt, often citing flaws in the methodology of univer-
sality research.

Example Mirror Ritual: An Affective Interface for Emo-
tional Self-Reflection, a 2020 paper written by Rajcic and
McCormack (Rajcic and McCormack 2020a), describes
work done on an affective interface that integrates existing
emotion perception and text generation technologies to cre-
ate emotionally meaningful experiences for users. The sys-
tem takes on the external appearance of a smart mirror with
a concealed camera and a reflective display. A user looks
at the mirror, and the system uses OpenCV’s Haar cascade
classifier to detect their face. The affective mirror then per-
forms real-time facial emotion detection based on a CNN

trained on the FER-2013 dataset and generates an emotional
seed-word based on perceived emotion and intensity. A mild
grimace and furrowed brow, for example, might generate
the seed-word “irritated,” and a beaming grin might gener-
ate the seed-word “ecstatic.” After the seed-word is gener-
ated, it is then fed into a fine-tuned GPT-2-345M text gen-
eration model from OpenAI to generate brief, user-engaging
poetry based on their perceived emotion. This text genera-
tion model is trained on a variety of sources, including post-
modern poetry, in order to yield poetry that’s accessible but
still open to interpretation in order to best facilitate a sort
of affective relationship between the mirror and a user. User
assessment of the mirror described moments of uncanny ap-
propriateness and great relevance to personal events, though
on occasion, users reported a dip in their affective engage-
ment when poems did not seem relevant.

This affective mirror paper describes an imperfect but still
quite promising HCI application that successfully integrates
Barrett’s theory of constructed emotion with existing AI and
affective computing technologies, like FER and text genera-
tion. Importantly, it reconciles the apparent conflict between
the constructed emotion theory and the prescriptive nature
of most emotion assessment systems. Simply put, Rajcic and
McCormack relegate the emotion perception and subsequent
poetry generation to a position of non-authority in the over-
all design of the mirror. Ultimately, the mirror’s capabilities
are tools for humans to make sense of their own emotions
and relationships – the agency and interpretive work is given
to the users. The emotion prediction aspect refrains from act-
ing as an authoritative, correct recognition of human emo-
tions as is common in other applications like surveillance.
Given a poem instead, a user is free to reject or accept its
implications. The tool combines constructed emotion with
affective computing in a truly inspiring way.

Systematic Survey
The aim of a systematic survey is to provide a reproducible,
rigorous, and accountable process for creating questions and
finding answers in related literature. The purpose of these
questions may be to inquire about the effectiveness of rele-
vant technologies, to provide a valuable introductory sum-
mary to the surveyed field, or to suggest an area worthy of
additional research. To achieve reproducibility and account-
ability, a systematic survey publishes its database search
queries and maintains consistent and documented criteria by
which papers are deemed pertinent or impertinent. Follow-
ing these overarching steps of search and then selection, fi-
nally qualitative and/or quantitative analysis in service of the
survey’s purpose is performed on the remaining papers.

To substantiate our claims on the status quo of affective
computing and the promise of constructivist-inspired pro-
gram design, we have conducted a systematic survey of the
field and found a crucial representation of constructivist ap-
proaches in recent papers. The primary impetus for conduct-
ing this survey is to get a grasp on the field of affective com-
puting as a whole, especially as it applies emotion theory
to various applications. This is a crucial part of our research
that’s been conducted so far because our aim is to reconsider
existing practices and offer a constructivist-based approach



Figure 4: An illustration of the sequence of paper gathering
and selection. After search string generation and database
querying, a series of selections reduces the number of papers
to an amount tractable for manual analysis.

that has the potential to create novel experiences of affective
engagement in Human-Computer Interaction (HCI).

Description
The following section includes a breakdown of our key sys-
tematic literature review steps as they appear in Silva and
Neiva’s guide to the practice (Silva and Neiva 2016). Group-
ing minor and similar tasks for the sake of organization,
these include: formulating the research question(s); gener-
ating, testing, and refining search strings, conducting the
searches and storing data, and finally parsing through the
data to select and then analyze relevant papers. In each of
these, we will briefly introduce the task, discuss methods,
and offer an evaluation on the process and results.

Methodology
Problem Formulation In some ways, the questions we
posit reflect the suspicions we have about the topic. Our pa-
per primarily seeks to examine the efficacy of existing emo-
tion inference methods, ponder the potential effectiveness of
constructivist methods, and question whether emotion infer-
ence technologies will provide lasting value in in-the-wild
settings. These topics and rationale for asking them will be
discussed in greater detail below. Some of them arise in part
due to conclusions drawn in Barrett’s How Emotions Are
Made (Barrett 2018).

Our first overarching question: How effective are existing
emotion inference methods based on basic emotion theory,
and how well will they generalize to real-world, in-the-wild
applications? Though, say, facial expression classification
may be growing increasingly robust, it is reasonable to ques-
tion whether or not these discrete classification models will
be able to classify less well-formed facial input well. In addi-
tion, generalizability gets called into question if models are
trained on acted, stereotypical expressions of emotion– these
are clear signals, but in actual scenarios, you are unlikely to
find these perfect matches. When systems like these are inte-
grated into aspects of HCI (robot or apps), will the user find
the classification of their feelings into six firm categories ro-
bust or reductive? If overly reductive, an application inte-
grating such technology may seem either toylike or at worst
presumptive, and in either case, will fail to be useful. This
question plays the role of acting as a primary impetus for our

research. It represents one of the great hunches that we are
overall seeking to prove or disprove.

The above question presumes some level of widespread
adoption of basic emotion-based inference techniques, how-
ever, and so we are also responsible for confirming this pre-
sumption. We therefore have a few more key questions on
our plate. What does the field of affective computing look
like? Are approaches either explicitly or implicitly based on
basic emotion theory very prevalent, to begin with? Are there
other, more widespread approaches that we should instead
ask questions of? What are typical applications for these af-
fective computing technologies? Seeking an answer to these
questions acts as a key grounding element that ensures we
have an accurate and less-skewed perspective of the field. If
basic emotion approaches turn out to be relatively uncom-
mon, or applications largely shy away from actually predict-
ing emotions, then perhaps there is less of a need for our
grand hunch question to be asked in the first place. Perhaps
others have had the same hypothesis and arrived at the same
conclusion already. Essentially, this question helps ensure
that our research is relevant, representative, and fair.

Our second big question: Would a constructivist (or some
other) approach be more effective than the dominating ap-
proaches? Would this approach capture more nuance in an
emotion prediction system? Of course, we must also exam-
ine whether or not a system guided by the constructivist ap-
proach would be better to begin with–regardless of our hy-
potheses, we can’t in good faith assume so. This question
essentially asks us to justify the inclinations we may have
towards the approach and asks us to provide a basis for argu-
ing for the pursuit of constructivist-based affective comput-
ing. If we can find no compelling reasons or promises, then
there would be no point in encouraging computing based on
this approach.

At last, we must ask: What does affective computing in-
formed by a constructivist approach even look like? This is
a key question for two reasons: (a) we may lack examples
because systems following the constructivist approach are
relatively few; and (b), Barrett’s theory posits ideas that may
fundamentally conflict with the idea of computational emo-
tion prediction. In simplest terms, the theory of constructed
emotion holds that emotion is in the eye of the beholder and
in the heart of the feeler. Emotion is held to be an experi-
ence created within and between human beings through
complex predictive processes, and so is something sheerly
subjective. The theory suggests, then, that it is impossible
to objectively detect emotion as a predictable, well-formed
response to certain stimuli. Barring completely abandoning
the premise of affective emotion prediction, then, how do
we reconcile the practice to this theory? Could a predictive
agent act like another subjective observer of others’ emo-
tions, with biases based on training data instead of human
experience? There seems to be an added complexity to de-
signing a constructivist-based emotion perceiver or seems to
require some re-conceptualization. These questions serve to
explore what practical implementation might look like, as
well as to consider how a “paradigm shift” might be neces-
sary to attain the benefits of a constructivist-based approach.



Search Methodology With the above questions in mind,
the next task is to create the search string that will be used
to query various published-paper databases, and we focused
on the computer science literature.

The first step is to consider our research questions and
create a preliminary search string that may lead us to papers
that can answer these questions. We then take this string and
query three databases, recommended by Silva and Neiva’s
guide (Silva and Neiva 2016) for their prevalence in com-
puter science and overall comprehensiveness: IEEE Explore
(IEEE Explore Database 2020), ACM Library (ACM Digi-
tal Library 2020), and Elsevier ScienceDirect (Elsevier Sci-
enceDirect 2020). Examining the quality, quantity, and rele-
vance of results each round, the string is iteratively revised to
yield a set of more promising results. With each revision, we
also take care to ensure that the string is properly adapted to
the syntax of each database we query, so it retains the same
search semantics. For reference, the aim was to retrieve ap-
proximately 3,000 to 5,000 papers on the topic of various ap-
proaches (basic emotion, constructivist, dimensional) in the
field of affective computing. In particular, we wanted to en-
sure that any constructivist approaches are represented and
so take additional care to modify our search accordingly.

Between each iteration of the string was a process of
experimenting with syntax, search parameters, and sample
searches to get ideas of how different keywords were repre-
sented in the databases. For example, searches of just “af-
fect” and “affect NOT affective” were compared to get an
idea of how many papers might be captured by the homonym
verb ”affect” but not be related to emotion. This assumes
that a paper containing “affect” but not “affective” is less
likely to be about emotion and more likely to include the
word as an incidental verb. Respectively, “affect” alone re-
turned 57k results in the IEEE database, and “affect NOT
affective” returned 56k, suggesting that the majority of pa-
pers included by the term “affect” was probably not related
to emotion or affective computing. This informed the change
from querying for “affect” to “affective.” Similarly, searches
of the names representing various emotion theories (i.e., Ek-
man for basic emotion, Barrett for constructed emotion) re-
turned very few results and so informed additional changes.
We arrive at the following string and have used it to conduct
our search: (“affective” OR emotion OR mood) AND (pre-
diction OR inference) AND (“basic emotion” OR “theory of
constructed emotion” OR constructivist OR Plutchik)

With the search strings finalized and the searches com-
plete, we must proceed with passing eyes over our results to
begin collecting information and start answering the ques-
tions we posed in earlier steps of the survey process. This
proves to be an intensive process that examines papers in
rounds with increasing levels of detail. This and other ancil-
lary tasks are as follows.

The first step to this larger task was exporting all of the
5500+ results from our databases–often requiring page-by-
page exporting–and saving them to a local archive. A ref-
erence management software (Jabref - Free Reference Man-
ager 2020) was used extensively for this purpose, as we were
able to easily import paper metadata and abstracts in the bib-
tex format into it. Once imported, then began the task of

Category Number of papers
Basic Emotion -

Theoretical 38
Implementation 106
Datasets/Other 6

Subtotal 150
Dimensional Emotion -

Theoretical 18
Implementation 30
Datasets/Other 1

Subtotal 49
Constructed Emotion -

Theoretical 1
Implementation 2
Datasets/Other 2

Subtotal 5
Total 204

Table 1: Papers by Category. Theoretical papers are those
that discuss applying a given theory of emotion to affective
computing. Implementation papers refer to those that explic-
itly or implicitly use a theory of emotion in the creation of
an affective computing application. Datasets/Other refer to
training data created for model prediction in a particular vein
of emotion theory. Irrelevant papers and those whose theory
is not apparent have been omitted for clarity.

broadly classifying all of the papers as irrelevant or rele-
vant. If relevant, a paper was also organized by the appar-
ent theory of emotion the paper’s method ascribes to, based
on the title and abstract, and whether a paper appears to be
implementation-based or theoretical. If a paper was decid-
edly relevant but didn’t ascribe to either basic or constructed
emotion theory, it was placed in the Relevant/Other category.
When classified, a paper was marked as ’skimmed’ to indi-
cate completion and facilitate useful grouping and sorting
functionality in JabRef. Table 1 summarizes this step.

To narrow down 5500+ papers manually tractable, some
heuristics were applied to classify papers as irrelevant. If a
paper is: a) older than 2004, b) not in English, c) lacking title
or abstract, d) is an inaccessible book, or e) published in a
most likely irrelevant journal, it is classified as out-of-scope
for this survey. Note that we post-processed the resulting list
to include some key papers published before 2004. To illus-
trate the last criterion, an article published in Poultry Sci-
ence or Poetics, for example, is most likely not relevant to
our survey. These heuristics a) and e) mostly culled results
in pure psychology or neurobiology, as well as other mis-
cellany venues. Roughly four thousand results were culled
from our pool of 5,583 via these heuristics.

After irrelevant papers were sorted away and relevant pa-
pers coarsely classified into emotion theory groups, the rele-
vant papers were passed over once more to gather additional
useful information. To gauge the relative popularity and im-
portance of a paper in its field, we used citation counts.
To accomplish this, paper titles were used as queries into
Google Scholar, and the cited by number was gathered into
our JabRef archive as additional metadata.

Beyond coarse classifications, the second pass over rele-



Category Number of papers
Facial expression recognition 64
Textual emotion recognition 56
Speech-based emotion recognition 27
Biometric emotion recognition 22
Multimedia emotion classification 22
Multimodal emotion recognition 14
Other 8
Total 204

Table 2: Papers by Application. A breakdown of collected
papers by applied field. Papers in the “other” category fre-
quently discuss theory of applying a given emotion theory to
affective computing, as well as includes miscellaneous sin-
gleton applications.

vant results involved scanning titles and abstracts once more,
with an eye on two particular aspects, namely, the affective
computing method used and its application, if one is appar-
ent (e.g., for gauging student interest in a virtual classroom
setting). These two aspects were concatenated and appended
as additional metadata to relevant results, in the form of the
string, e.g., “artificial affective agents for human-robot in-
teraction,” for example. The purpose of this step was to get
an idea of where and how affective computing is frequently
applied and what technologies are frequently pursued.

Search Results Final searches also included results from
Engineering Village (Engineering Village 2020), rounding
out results with an additional 42 papers and completing the
list of databases that were recommended by Silva and Neiva
(Silva and Neiva 2016) and were accessible through our in-
stitutional resources. The final tally of results are as follows:
4,846 papers from ScienceDirect, 92 from IEEE, 604 from
ACM Library, and 42 from Engineering Village, for a total
of 5,584 papers. Trimming the irrelevant papers using the
method explained in the preivous section, we ended up with
204 papers as shown in Table 1 and Table 2.

As a qualitative overview, a couple of applications saw
considerable representation in this survey, particularly facial
emotion recognition (FER) and textual emotion recognition
(TER), the latter primarily for sentiment analysis applica-
tions. Interestingly, a non-negligible amount of papers dis-
cussed the application of affect modeling for the sake of ar-
tificial affective agents, like game AI or human-robot inter-
action. Another common application was multimedia senti-
ment analysis, mostly of videos and images, but occasion-
ally of music, as shown in Table 2.

Outcomes General classifications of papers into emotion
theory groups followed most of the original hypotheses. A
significant portion of the relevant papers fell under the basic
emotion category (151 of 204 papers, nearly three quarters).
However, a significant amount fell under the “Other” cate-
gory. A good amount of these fell under a dimensional emo-
tion approach, which assessed emotions based on several di-
mensions – typically, but not always, these were of valence
(positive/negative) and arousal (high energy/low energy).
Despite not explicitly addressing dimensional approaches in
our search string, this is a surprising turnout that suggests

that dimensional approaches are another popular contender.
The majority of the “Other”-categorized papers fell under
“unspecified other,” however, mostly because many papers
made no implicit or explicit mention of their approach for
their emotion models. Many of them had ambiguous or brief
abstracts and titles that made categorization difficult from
this short pass-over and so have been dropped from the re-
sults to preserve a list of papers with definitely known emo-
tion theories. It seems likely that a closer reading of these
papers would yield mostly basic emotion and dimensional
emotion categorizations, as constructivist papers represented
only a little over 2 percent of all relevant papers.

Yet, finding even a few papers that fall under this non-
prescriptivist constructed emotion heading is an important
result that suggests interest in a constructivist-informed ap-
proach to affective computing, especially in HCI. Below we
will summarize this particularly relevant paper as well as
prominent and illustrative examples applying the other the-
ories of emotion for future references. Table 3 shows repre-
sentative samples from the resulting survey database.

Discussion
After surveying the affective computing literature and exam-
ining a few notable papers in-depth, we now revisit a few of
our initial questions and draw conclusions.

Broadly, what does the field of affective computing look
like in terms of the theory of emotion? As initially expected,
there seems to be a very significant representation of ba-
sic emotion theory at work in the field, informing many pa-
pers on a variety of tasks, particularly emotion classification.
Dimensional emotion represents a significant second theory
alive in the literature with a moderate showing in the survey,
though it is important to consider that the final query string
did not explicitly search for dimensional approaches. Hav-
ing so many dimensional papers turn up without ”dimen-
sional” literally within the search string may suggest that
dimensional papers represent a much greater portion than
represented in this survey. Another look, next time not fo-
cusing primarily basic emotion vs. constructed emotion may
yield an answer to this open question and provide a more
accurate view of the affective computing field. As for con-
structed emotion, this survey found that this theory has not
quite taken a significant foothold in the literature yet, though
the presence of the promising Mirror Ritual paper (Rajcic
and McCormack 2020a) may be a sign of breakthrough and
future growth of the theory in the literature.

What does a constructed emotion approach look like
in affective computing? Mirror Ritual (Rajcic and McCor-
mack 2020a) provides one possible answer to this question.
We see that this paper doesn’t necessarily reject the exist-
ing methods of basic emotion classification and dimensional
emotion prediction, but rather it leverages them to achieve a
slightly different goal than the others. Instead of aiming to
directly classify a user as experiencing a particular emotion
(or as in some combination of valence and arousal), the idea
is to use whatever credence existing prediction methods have
to incorporate some form of generated art with the emotion
the model perceives. The model may or very well may not be
correct, but its direct assessment of the user is downplayed



Citation Author Year Category Mode and Methodology

(Domı́nguez-Jiménez et al. 2020) Domı́nguez-Jiménez et al. 2020 BASIC physiological signals EP; comparison of multiple
methods

(Ahmad et al. 2020) Ahmad et al. 2020 BASIC text; English to Hindi emotion embedding transfer
learning, CNN/BLSTM

(Yadav and Vishwakarma 2020) Yadav and Vishwakarma 2020 BASIC movie trailer EP via ILDNet
(Hameed et al. 2019) Hameed et al. 2019 BASIC respiration-based EP; FFT analysis

(Feng 2019) Feng 2019 BASIC text; sentiment analysis of social media[...]
(Chatterjee et al. 2019) Chatterjee et al. 2019 BASIC text; sentiment analysis using deep learning

(Sajjad et al. 2019) Sajjad et al. 2019 BASIC FER; Oriented FAST and Rotated BRIEF features
supporting an SVM

(Löffler, Schmidt, and Tscharn 2018) Löffler et al. 2018 BASIC affective agent; multimodal expression

(Zeng et al. 2018) Zeng et al. 2018 BASIC FER; high-dimensional facial appearance features
as input to DSAE

(Arnau-González, Arevalillo-Herráez, and Ramzan 2017) Arnau-González et al. 2017 BASIC EEG EP; EEG feature combination
(Zhou, Xue, and Geng 2015) Zhou et al. 2015 BASIC FER; emotion distribution learning

(Yu and Zhang 2015) Yu and Zhang 2015 BASIC FER; ensemble face detection, CNN
(Khezri, Firoozabadi, and Sharafat 2015) Khezri et al. 2015 BASIC multimodal physiological signals, SVM/KNN

(Yu and Wang 2015) Yu and Wang 2015 BASIC text; Twitter sentiment analysis
(Orellana-Rodriguez, Diaz-Aviles, and Nejdl 2015) Orellana-Rodriguez et al. 2015 BASIC multimedia affect contextualization

(Zhang et al. 2015) Zhang et al. 2015 BASIC FER for AAAs, robust facial point detection
(Lin et al. 2015) Lin et al. 2015 BASIC AAAs for composite emotion study

(Majumder, Behera, and Subramanian 2014) Majumder et al. 2014 BASIC FER using KSOM
(Kukolja et al. 2014) Kukolja et al. 2014 BASIC physio. EP method comparison
(Zhang et al. 2013) Zhang et al. 2013 BASIC FER and topic analysis for affective agent

(Purver and Battersby 2012) Purver and Battersby 2012 BASIC text; automatic labelling for EP models
(Ilbeygi and Shah-Hosseini 2012) Ilbeygi and Shah-Hosseini 2012 BASIC FER using fuzzy inference

(Chen et al. 2012) Chen et al. 2012 BASIC SER; multilevel models w/ SVMs
(Wu, Falk, and Chan 2011) Wu et al. 2011 BASIC SER using modulation spectral features

(Kim, Valitutti, and Calvo 2010) Kim et al. 2010 BASIC text; comparison of unsupervised ER models
(Iliev et al. 2010) Iliev et al. 2010 BASIC SER; glottal features on OPF model

(Quan and Ren 2009) Quan and Ren 2009 BASIC text; creation of Chinese emotion corpus
(Gill et al. 2008) Gill et al. 2008 BASIC text; sentiment analysis via LIWC and LSA

(Alm, Roth, and Sproat 2005) Alm et al. 2005 BASIC text; sentiment analysis via SNoW ML
(Goldman and Sripada 2005) Goldman and Sripada 2005 BASIC FER via simulationist models

(Liu, Lieberman, and Selker 2003) Liu et al. 2003 BASIC text; ’common sense’ affect detection
(Calder et al. 2001) Calder et al. 2001 BASIC FER; PCA for facial features

(Pantic and Rothkrantz 2000) Pantic and Rothkrantz 2000 BASIC FER; facial action-based EP
(Scheirer, Fernandez, and Picard 1999) Scheirer et al. 1999 BASIC wearable FER for expression detection

(Wang et al. 2020) Wang et al. 2020 DIM. text; sentiment analysis, regional CNN-LSTM
(Zhou et al. 2020) Zhou et al. 2020 DIM. FER via bilinear CNN

(Xiaohua et al. 2019) Xiaohua et al. 2019 DIM. FER; two-level attention with Bi-RNN
(Zhang et al. 2018) Zhang et al. 2018 DIM. multimodal smartphone-based EP

(Al Zoubi, Awad, and Kasabov 2018) Al Zoubi et al. 2018 DIM. EEG-based EP via liquid state machine
(Yin et al. 2017) Yin et al. 2017 DIM. multimodal physio. EP with SAE ensembles

(Giatsoglou et al. 2017) Giatsoglou et al. 2017 DIM. text; sentiment analysis comparison
(Zhao et al. 2016) Zhao et al. 2016 DIM. user-unique image EP

(Koelstra and Patras 2013) Koelstra and Patras 2013 DIM. FER and EEG fusion for affect tagging
(Nogueira et al. 2013) Nogueira et al. 2013 DIM. DIM. regression to BASIC physio EP.

(Gunes and Schuller 2013) Gunes and Schuller 2013 DIM. DIM. vs. BASIC comparison survey
(Yoon and Chung 2013) Yoon and Chung 2013 DIM. EEG w/ ML classifier

(Ortigosa-Hernández et al. 2012) Ortigosa-Hernández et al. 2012 DIM. text; sentiment analysis w/ semi-supervised models
(Cai and Lin 2011) Cai and Lin 2011 DIM. EP for driving safety analysis

(Nicolaou, Gunes, and Pantic 2011) Nicolau et al. 2011 DIM. multimodal EP using BLSTMS
(Grimm et al. 2007) Grimm et al. 2007 DIM. SER emotion primitive analysis

(Rajcic and McCormack 2020b) Rajcic and McCormack 2020 CON. FER for affective poem generation

Table 3: A subset list of collected papers grouped by emotion theory category and sorted by year published. The acronym
EP refers to emotion prediction. BASIC refers to Basic Emotion, DIM. refers to Dimensional Emotion, and CON. refers to
Constructed Emotion. For detailed discussions on the definitions of these, please refer to the main text.

in favor of providing a tool for emotional reflection. This
way, a given user retains agency and self-definition of their
own internal state, choosing to integrate an emotionally rel-
evant generated poem into their own understanding of their
feelings or reject an irrelevant one. In this formulation, more
accurate emotion prediction would be helpful, but if the ca-
pacity for a computer to perceive emotion is fundamentally
limited by stipulations posed by constructed emotion theory,
that is still okay. The ultimate goal is to create something
evocative and emotionally salient for users, in some ways
more in the wheelhouse of art than anything else. Furthering
of constructivism in affective computing may very well re-
semble pursuits of AI art creation. This assessment provides
some valuable insight into our next question.

Would a constructed emotion approach be more effec-
tive than approaches based on other theories? Given the
above assessment, this question may very well have been a
flawed one to ask. Ultimately, the methods are not necessar-
ily competing, to begin with, as their goals are fundamen-
tally different. It doesn’t do much good to try and compare
how accurately a basic-emotion predictive model classifies
faces into emotion categories and how well a constructed-
emotion approach creates opportunities for valuable emo-
tional reflection. One may ask “Which will ultimately prove
more useful to society and helpful to human emotion model-
ing?”, but it stands outside of the scope of this survey.



Conclusion
This survey has systematically examined over 200 papers
in the field of affective computing, and in doing so, has ar-
rived at the following conclusions: (a) Basic emotion clas-
sification and analysis tasks are presently the most popu-
lar, representing a majority of papers. (b) Facial, speech,
and text-based emotion recognition tasks, regardless of emo-
tion theory, are the most popular tasks in the field. (c) Con-
structed emotion in affective computing does not compete
with emotion prediction methods of other stripes but instead
utilizes them to achieve an entirely different goal. (d) Con-
structed emotion approaches represent a tiny minority of pa-
pers, but sample papers nonetheless represent potential for
a new class of ’affective engagement’ HCI applications. Fu-
ture directions include further exploration into the potential
of constructivist-based affective computing applications, the
creation of a constructed emotion HCI device prototype, and
the pursuit of generative art models inspired by users’ emo-
tions, as in (Rajcic and McCormack 2020a).
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